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Planning Ahead
Guide

TRENDS and Rec’s


ABLE UNITED



APD – APPLY/APPEAL



SSI/SSDI – APPLY/APPEAL
CHARGE RENT TO INCREASE TO $800+



FOOD STAMPS – APPLY NOW AND START USING



DIVISION OF BLIND SERVICES



VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION



HAVE A BACKUP PLAN



HAVE AN AGING PLAN



DOCUMENT!!!!!!!



ADAPTIVE EQUIPMENT – OT ASSESSMENT



GET AN ID AND MAKE COPIES – HAVE ON YOUR PHONE

Start Now!
Independent Living Skills
Checklist

“He needs to be as selfsufficient as possible,”
Mom

Start Now
In preparing for life at Independence Landing, potential residents and natural supports should
understand what Independence Landing is “not.” It is NOT: a group home, nursing home, or 24/7 caregiving community. It is an affordable housing community designed for persons with intellectual and/or
developmental disabilities who are seeking active and inclusive lifestyles, do not require 24/7 supervision,
and can live successfully with minimal support.
This checklist is not an eligibility assessment for Independence Landing. It is an exploration of skill-sets
that can be addressed now by potential residents and natural supports. It helps potential residents
understand their strengths, areas for improvement and what they can do at their current residence to
engage in skill acquisition. This should also help determine what future supports will need to be arranged
from other community agencies and/or contracted through the Independence Landing preferred service
provider, Specialized Supports & Services (SSS) and where natural supports will be crucial to act as essential
supplemental supports.
Please note the skill-sets listed are neither comprehensive nor are potential residents required to
become “independent” within a skill-set. It is important, however, for potential residents and natural
supports to explore accommodations and strategies to better assist the potential resident in becoming as
independent as possible in all areas.
We hope this Start Now preparation guide will assist potential residents, their families and natural
supports in determining the timing and resident readiness to enter life at Independence Landing.

Safety at Home
 Knows how to exit apartment in event of an emergency
 Knows when to go, where to go, who to go with and what to take if a hurricane, fire or any
emergency evacuation is announced
 Does not answer the door for someone unexpected or unknown
 Checks smoke alarm and replaces battery regularly
 Ensures all windows and doors are locked and secured at all times
 Knows how and when to use apartment’s fire extinguisher
 Understands the danger of:
 Taking someone else’s medication
Leaving candles lit
 Overheating cooking oil
 Using electrical appliances near water
Using utensils to get toast out of a
toaster Not turning off light to change
bulb
 Knows how to protect personal identity information and financial details on the
Internet and phone

Safety Away from Home
 Can safely cross two-and four-lane streets
 Understands health risks of illegal drugs, alcohol and smoking
 Uses ATM in safe and well-lit areas
 Knows how to find service or information desk in public places
 Carries identification information at all times
 Can identify self and give appropriate information during an emergency
 Knows how to locate and access emergency shelter
 Has the number of an emergency contact at all times
 Stays alert when walking in the evenings (does not use cellphone or earphones to
listen to music)
 Can use a cellphone

Emergency Situations
 Keeps a list of and knows how to dial numbers for non-health and
emergency health services:
 Doctors
 Hospital
 Emergency Room (nearest location)
 Poison Control
 Police
 Fire Department
 Utilities
 Cable Company
 Village Property Management
 Knows and is able to perform simple first aid (apply adhesive bandages, clean cuts,
etc.)

Organization
 Maintains and uses calendar system
 Develops and uses lists or charts for activities and events, such as: house
chores (daily and weekly), grocery shopping, personal hygiene,
employment/volunteer schedules, worship events, etc.
 Cooperates with roommates in developing, following and maintaining shared
chore charts
 Sets and goes to appointments such as meeting a friend, getting a haircut or
going to the doctor in a timely manner
 If cancelling or running late for an appointment, notifies other person in a
timely manner
 Maintains order of personal areas such as bedroom, bathroom or desk

Household Upkeeping

Household Chores


Makes bed daily



Changes bed linens and towels regularly and washes dirty
items



Checks to ensure all lights and appliances are turned off
before leaving
Takes out all trash and replaces trash can liners at least
once a week





Adheres to established cleaning schedules (self and shared)



Knows how to maintain, use and store available vacuum
sweeper, mop and dusting supplies



Knows what cleaning products and equipment to use for
different jobs and how to properly store them



Knows how to safely clean up broken glass

Household Maintenance
 Knows how to locate breaker box and reset breaker when there is a
power outage
 Changes air conditioner filter on a regular schedule
 Knows how to use a toilet plunger
 Changes light bulbs and batteries safely
 Knows how to turn off the water supply to the toilet or sink

Laundry
 Operates and maintains available washer and dryer and knows the safe amount
of clothing to put in a regular load
 Sorts clothes by color and appropriate fabric setting
 Washes clothes at least weekly
 Selects appropriate washing/drying cycles
 Cleans lint screen after each drying cycle
 Knows what to iron and how to iron safely, securing equipment after use
 Folds/hangs clothes, towels, bed linens, table linens and stores them properly
 Restores laundry room environment by putting necessary items away and
wiping/sweeping up any messes
 Knows to use “spot cleaner” before washing clothes

Health and Hygiene

Personal Hygiene
 Brushes teeth at least twice daily and flosses teeth at least once daily
 Showers/bathes daily with soap and shampoos hair a minimum of twice
weekly
 Knows proper toileting hygiene (urination and bowel movements)
 Maintains appropriate nail length and keeps nails clean
 Understands proper face, hand and foot care
 Combs hair and recognizes when to get a haircut (gentlemen shave facial
hair or keep it
 appropriately trimmed)
 Uses deodorant daily
 Stores personal care items properly and safely
 Determines when new personal care items are needed and procures them
before they are
 needed
 Wears appropriate, clean, well-fitting clothing suitable for
occasion/weather situation
 Knows how to use and dispose of feminine pads

Sleeping
 Engages in appropriate hygiene routines prior to sleeping (washing face,
brushing teeth,
 taking necessary medication)
 Dresses appropriately for bed
 Goes to bed at an appropriate time
 Sets and uses an alarm clock
 Turns on night light, if necessary
 Monitors sleep environment and removes distractions
 Accesses bathroom and returns to bed during the night
 Rises in sufficient time to dress, eat and get ready for work or daily
activity

Medication
 Uses system to organize and adhere to medication regimen
 Takes medications as prescribed
 Knows, or has accessible list of, height, weight, date of birth, medication
list and health insurance card when visiting health care providers
 Knows how to use pharmacy services to fill/refill prescription
 Can open a child-proof medication lid
 Knows how to read prescription label

General Health
 Knows how and when to reach medical providers
 Uses appropriate terms to discuss symptoms with a doctor (examples:
feverish/hot, chills, vomiting, coughing and pain in a particular body
location)
 Knows procedures to keep healthy when others in immediate area are sick
(washing hands, using clean utensils, keeping safe distance, keeping group
areas and implements disinfected)
 Covers mouth when coughing and/or sneezing
 Uses and disposes of tissues appropriately when wiping and/or blowing nose
 Knows how to alert someone if there are signs of illness such as: swelling,
tenderness, rashes and bruising

Finances

Budgeting
 Knows value of coins and currency to add, subtract, multiply and divide
 Creates a weekly or monthly budget based on “necessities” vs. “wants”
 Refers to budget first before shopping/buying services and evaluates
reasonable cost of items
 Evaluates payment options (cash, credit, debit) and the limitations of each
 Completes transaction at store or restaurant successfully, including adding a
tip
 Ensures purchased item is what was requested and change received is correct
 Understands the consequence of not paying bills
 Evaluates if budget was successfully followed
 Saves for unexpected expenses
 Knows to NOT borrow from friends
 Knows difference between lending and taking money

Banking
 Knows social security number and when it’s safe to provide it
 Has identification and account information available when going to the bank
 Uses debit card at an ATM properly to withdraw cash or make a deposit
 Knows bank name and how to access account(s) or online statements
 Knows how to write and record a check and balance a checkbook, if needed
 Knows how to make bank deposits and withdrawals

Kitchen Skills

Meal Planning
 Maintains appropriate amount of food at home from which a meal can
be made (condiments don’t count!)
 Knows what constitutes healthy eating and how to plan for healthy
meals
 Knows what perishable foods are and how to properly wash, store and
assess spoilage of these foods
 Accesses recipes when necessary to develop shopping list
 Develops and follows a weekly shopping list that is within budget
 Shares expense of shopping list with roommate when applicable
 Reads and understands importance of ingredients on a label
 Comparison shops to ensure best price
 Knows not to buy perishable foods when going on vacation

Food Handling
 Washes fruits and vegetables before cooking or eating them raw
 Understands food sanitation basics (i.e. raw meats are not to be
prepared near vegetables)
 Sanitizes cutting board or surface after cutting/preparing any meat item
 Stores food in sealed containers, refrigerating perishable items within a
safe amount of time after cooking
 Knows that hot food in a cold glass container can break container
 Knows to refrigerate some products after opening — grated cheese, jelly,
jars of food etc.

Food Preparation
 Washes hands before touching food or clean dishes
 Uses clean kitchenware and utensils to prepare food
 Follows a simple recipe
 Preheats the oven and uses potholders for safe handling
 Immediately turns off stove/oven after cooking
 Uses timer correctly to cook food and checks food after timer rings,
adjusting time as necessary
 Knows how to make enough food for more than one day and can store
leftovers
 Can prepare to-go “bagged” lunches when working or volunteering

Food Preparation Continued
 Knows how to prepare food to cook:
 stir
 dice
 chop

 slice
 grate
 shred

 pour
 peel
 beat

 measure
 whisk
 roll

 shape
 fold

 Knows how to use and safely manage kitchen tools including:
 knives
 blender

 food processor
 grater

 peeler
 can opener

 Knows safe cooking techniques including:
 flip
 bake
 broil

 grill
 steam

 Toaster
 toaster oven

 microwave
 garbage disposal

At-home Dining
 Sets table properly
 Knows simple table manners (doesn’t stuff food in his/her mouth, closes mouth
while chewing, wipes mouth with napkin)
 Scrapes, rinses and puts dirty dishes in dishwasher soon after eating
 Cleans prep and dining areas after eating with soap/water or disinfecting spray
 Loads dishwasher and adds appropriate amount of dishwashing soap for
disinfecting cycle
 Puts kitchen garbage and recyclable items in designated bins as necessary
 Stores clean dishes in designated areas
 Cleans kitchen floor to remove any crumbs or spills that are evident
 Takes necessary steps to prevent or eliminate infestation of cockroaches, ants,
and mice (picks up scraps from the counter or floor, thoroughly washes plates,
stores ingredients and foods in sealed containers)
 Calls pest control company/property manager if infestation occurs/continues

Dining Out
 Ensures he/she has sufficient funds to cover meal, drinks and server tip
prior to ordering food
 Understands simple menus and orders effectively without assistance
 Reads the bill and manages payment effectively, including provision of
tip
 Understands the expense of dining out regularly and strives to reduce
dining out costs

Community
Travel

Mobility/Community
 Lets someone know of travel plan, approximate time en route and expected
time of return
 Travels with friend whenever possible
 Knows local transportation options and relative cost of each
 Researches a public transportation route and prints schedule or itinerary
 Knows where to purchase a public transportation pass
 Knows location of public transport stop and proximity to destination
 Arrives at stop 10 minutes prior to scheduled bus/train arrival
 Asks for assistance from driver if needed (example: which stop or which
transfer bus to take)
 Knows etiquette according to mode of transportation
 Solves transportation crisis by making alternative arrangements or by
contacting a support person if it’s an emergency
 Knows how to find assistance if lost

Independent
Leisure Skills

Leisure Skills Identification and Development
 Creates and follows weekly activities schedule and estimates amount of time
and funds from budget for various tasks and activities
 Reviews magazines, brochures, web sites and other recreational resources
to understand what activities are available around the community
 Explores and accesses community for possible shared interests (sports
memorabilia club, book club, new restaurants, etc.)
 Plans appropriately for a social leisure activity with others by proposing,
discussing and soliciting help from others as needed, and resolving issues
which may prevent the group’s outing
 Completes activities on time and within budget
 Talks about existing hobbies or possible new hobby with others

Occupies Free Time with
Appropriate Activities
 Shows interest and participates in age-appropriate leisure activities without
prompting
 Knows what age-appropriate recreational and leisure activities are
available and where they occur
 Knows what accommodations are needed to participate in recreational and
leisure activities
 Initiates sharing age-appropriate leisure activities with others
 Knows how to use fitness center/equipment
 Knows how to play some card games (Uno, go-fish, war)
 Knows how to play some board games (monopoly, checkers)
 Knows basic information available in newspaper

Essential Social
Skills

Social and Emotional Skills
 Greets others appropriately
 Knows how to start and maintain a conversation
 Actively listens to others’ thoughts and ideas and contributes to the
conversation topic
 Understands and uses different social registers according to context
(example: speaking differently in church as opposed to work or a football
game)
 Establishes and maintains team relationships whether with roommates or with
fellow workers
 Takes on fair share of workload (reliable and responsible)
 Acknowledges ideas of others and talks about others’ interests
 Understands other people’s boundaries and demonstrates respect
 Understands difference between gossip and sharing information
 Knows when to flirt and when not to flirt
 Knows basic rules of dating/relationships
 Knows when displays of affection are appropriate

Respecting Others’ Privacy
 Maintains appropriate personal space
 Knocks on closed doors before entering
 Asks before taking items that belong to others and accepts “no”
as an answer
 Leaves others alone when asked
 Respects others’ personal property
 Avoids asking personal questions to persons not well-known

Managing Conflict and Stress
 Has a healthy frustration tolerance
 Knows what causes stress and has strategies for self-calming
 Seeks assistance from others to manage stress
 Knows how to manage conflict while keeping cool and how to use questions to
clarify/obtain more information
 Avoids verbal explosions and/or negative comments
 Identifies, quantifies, and expresses emotions appropriately
 Resolves conflicts appropriately with others
 Knows where to get help if unable to resolve interpersonal conflict alone
 Knows how to say “no” to a peer or stranger who is trying to persuade
him/her to do something wrong or do something he/she doesn’t want
to do

Employment

Employment Skills and Experience
 Has/had previous paid work experience in the community
 Has/had volunteered in the community
 Can manage multiple tasks
 Can complete task from start to finish with minimal assistance
 Follows directions
 When finished with a task or job, seeks out further direction independently
 Respects authority
 Asks for help or assistance to complete a task if needed
 Has an employment goal
 Has the skill-set for chosen employment goal
 Has transportation to get back and forth from a job
 Is a current client of Vocational Rehabilitation

Contact Us
Independence Landing
Phone (850) 296-0686
info@independencelanding.org

